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Our topic today is related to the role of exercise in healthy ageing, discussing in detail the 

ageing process and impact of exercise in healthy ageing. These are jem of our society often 

been ignored by us although they are the pillars of our society and make us stand, 

OBJECTIVE DISCUSSING IS OF 
 

1. Introduction of ageing 

2. Classification of ageing 

3. Effects of ageing 

4. Exercise and its type 

5. Goal of exercise 

6. Role of exercise 

7. Contribution of 

exercise 

 INTRODUCTION OF 

AGEING 

Ageing is the process of getting old or getting old is ageing, age is divided into 
 

 

 

 



1. Chronological 

2. Physiological 

3. Functional



 

CHRONOGICAL AGE 
 

Is the number 

PHYSIOLOGICAL AGE 

Its effect on the body (j.je. occurs normal) 

FUNCTIONAL AGE 

Your ability to contribute to society by physical activity. Question is are you responsible for 

going from ability to disability or is it the people around you responsible for it, our main aim is 

to focus on the functional age and enhance the ability of exercise in ageing. 

 

 
Coming to the most important topic i.e. ageing and physical activity, an important research says 

people of different age group involved in sports activity, but sports does not mean just playing 

its another name of physical activity or your movement and being active in the society. 

According to a research different age groups involved in sports are 

1. Age 18-21 involved in sports are 40% 

2. Age 22-25 involved in sports are 41% 

3. Age 26-29 ratio comes down to 26 % 

4. Age 30- 49 ratio comes further down 

5. Age 50-64 people consider themselves old and physical activity reduced to 20% 

6. Age 65 gets 19% 

People active at the age of 20-25 (average) reduce to 19% at the age of 65 
 

 

 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AGE AND PHYSICAL DISABILITY 

 

Our main aim is to discuss effect of physical activity 

1. Physical activity 

2. Age 



3. Physical disability 
 

Our activity and movement are reduced resulting in muscle weakness and fatigue, 

restricting our daily activity effecting daily routine, muscle gets weaker day by day and you 

are bed ridden our next topic. 
 

 

 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 

 

Effect of ageing on respiratory system depends on lungs, which are like balloon the more 

you breath the more they expand , supplying more oxygen to the body 
 

 

 
As physical activity decreases, the lungs wall start getting hard just as not blowing a balloon 

same is for lungs resulting in decrease level of oxygen further decreasing the cell in the lungs 

and reducing the capacity of the lungs to expand and decreasing the fluid in the lungs and 

difficulty in breathing. 

Therefore physical activity acts in pulmonary rehabilitation i.e. breathing exercise (inhale and 

exhale practice holding breath) that makes the cell in the body oxidized and oxygen easily 

supplied. The second most important topic is 

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 



Depends on heart, being an elastic body, the more blood is supplied the more it expands (as 

heart is a muscle) as you are ageing its activity reduces. According to a research, at the age of 

70 cardiac output reduced to 70% picture 

There is a misconception that if you have a cardiac problem reduce physical activity on the 

contrary the more you do physical exercise and be active more strong is your heart, pumping 

more blood to the body 

, the main aim or advice is to increase your physical activity leading to strong artery and vein and 

ultimately strong heart and you remain healthy. 

 
 

NEUROLOGICAL SYSTEM 
 

 

The brain cells are neuron , the more you use them more neurons are produced, less you use 

them their number starts decreasing leading to brain Atrophy , the reason being physically and 

mentally inactive or decrease activity or decrease in ability to think as in old age they are 

confined to their room physically and socially due to their restricted movement not meeting 

people and discussing their problem due to reduced physical and mental activity resulting in 

reduced appetite and sleep disturbance 

According to a research after the age of 50 1% neuron is decreased every year and by the 

age of 70 around 20% of the neuron is decreased resulting not only decreased in physical 

activity but also our ability to think and understand is also reduced. 

 
 

 GOAL OF EXERCISE 
 

1, pain management   _   get rid of the 

pain 2, muscles are strong _ muscle 

mass increase 



3 strong body _ resulting in lifestyle modification 

And you save yourself from many problem as diabetes and hypertension affects you more if 

you are physically inactive or confined, if your muscles are not strong your sugar level is 

increased and blood pressure altered, and being physically active has positive affect on 

your metabolism 

, you need to improve your strength by increase physical activity. 

EXERCISE AND ITS TYPE 
 

1. Aerobic 

2. Balance 

3. Flexibility 

4. Strengthening 

 
1. Aerobic exercise 

In aerobic exercise oxygen intake is increased leading to increased lung capacity 

2 Balance 
 

Depend on muscle, body and brain 

2. Flexibility. 

Muscles are like rubber band more the elasticity more is flexibility, just as when you 

are young you are able to touch your feet by bending and then comes a time you pray 

sitting on a chair and need support to move around 

3. Strengthening. 
 

Means your muscles are strong and if you are strong and healthy you may 

achieve any task, you might think you are not strong mentally but actually you are not strong 

physically. 

 

 
BENIFIT OF EXERCISE IN OLD AGE 

 

It is a fact that people don’t realize the important of exercise in old age you must not get 

lazy as you are ageing this happens as you are physically not strong, doing regular exercise 

makes you active your weight is controlled energy level is increased day by day and you feel 

confident happy and satisfied .all of it is possible if you adopt 4 important regime. There is no 

other free of cost prescription for healthy living. 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EXERCISE AND NO EXERCISE 
 

Following are the difference between exercise and no exercise. 



 
 
 

AGE GROUP 
 

10-15% of your body weight is of your head a your head bends forward your back start 

bending too, resulting in a feeling you might fall all of this is because your back muscles are 

getting weak and eventually you start using a stick , get dependent on it . If bending forward is 

managed and stopped by exercise due to strong muscles your balance will be normal and 

posture improved. 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDED EXERCISE 

 

Easy and simple exercise done in normal daily routine life, start from eyes as you age your 

eye become droopy, do some eye exercise, there is a mindset of bringing our from solid to 

semi solid and then liquid diet. You are eating by your jaws not your teeth if you jaw muscles 

are not strong you cannot eat by all your teeth intact. For Nose take deep breath and lung 

expand giving more oxygen to the body. 

Then Neck exercise routine if your necks straight you head does not bend and remain straight 

.In some people the shoulders bend resulting in bending of neck and head forward. Your back 
must be 



Straight making hip straight and posture normal, if you keep bending you are ready to fall 

resulting in severe consequences (e.g. fracture or other injuries) 

Abdominal exercise is important for movement of internal organ (good for organ mobility) for 

circulation jog on the spot or stand on your toes keep repeating (i.e. on your toes and relax). All 

these small exercises easily done on routine basis for everyone and not any particular person. 

People above 50 and mostly stay at home must do these exercise you are bound to stay 

healthy and fit, our aim is to maintain physical activity at the same time not dependent on 

anyone and fulfill your daily routine. 

In China people increase their exercise routine after the age of 80 because their religious 

activities are based on physical activities. Important message is please do not restrict you 

physical activity keep increasing your exercise time by one or two minutes every day by the end 

of the month it is increased to 30 minutes . Be healthy and strong by physical exercise. 
 

 


